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Phase 1
 

Build Your Leads
Week 1 



Phase 1 Overview
 

This Phase is all about about you digging in & gathering leads to
add to the success tracker. You'll work on this phase for 1 week.
 

You will use the current leads from our leads database for this task and

then work from there, backwards, as you can to still meet submission

deadlines.

 

I recommend you find 10-15 leads (minimum - get ready to push

yourself) that are a fit, or a close fit, for this phase. 

 

I recommend combing though the new leads each week to find the fits

by taking a half hour every morning through the week. You can manage

this anyway you like. Just be sure to get the hot ones into your tracker. 

 

If time allows, and you're a firecracker, by all means do as many as you

can in a week, but do at least 10. 

 

Bite-size pieces every day will help you reach your goal. 
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Important: Make sure you watch the video tutorial in the HUB that goes along
with this Phase. It's not long and will help guide you through this process much
easier and answer the most common questions you might have.



Phase 1 - Action Plan &
Checklist
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As you go through this Action Plan, check off each one on your checklist below 

Access the Leads here to open up the database. (Bookmark it so
it's easy to find when you work on this task.)
 
 
 
 
I want you to take the whole week to carefully go over the leads,
this means clicking on each one regardless if you think it’s a fit or
not. Take a deep look and think outside the box here.
  
Find 10 minimum leads you can apply for, add each one to the
tracker. That’s what I recommend. *Unless your a firecracker :) 
 
I want you to use the tracker now and fill in all the slots provided per
lead (see video) add the event date, event name, location, deadline,
URL and dig for the contact information (name, mailing address,
email, social URLS, anything you can find) because this will be
needed for a later phase down the road - This is Important (don't
skip it, backtracking won't be fun).

Open up the tracker. It's all organized and ready to go for you. Keep

 it somewhere handy or bookmarked for easy access.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1crMgu4X3SEPgMivHj_rRy55lfH5BImFjHDJG6m5zcMQ/edit#gid=1859348621


Phase 1   
Notes & Motivation
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Once you have done all of the above you have completed Phase 1. Yay for you!!
 
Take the whole week for this. It’s a process and you shouldn’t be skipping from
Phases 1 to 4 and back to 1. You need to stay the course. Stay on this success
path that has been created for you and keep in order as you go through it.
 
Do your homework and it will pay off.
 
Remember support is found in our private Charli Jane Tribe Facebook group and
can also be found here.
 
Motivation from a fellow Charli Jane Club Member:
 
As one of our successful Speaker Members says (Thank you Ravi, for sharing!):
 
“What you put into it is what you get out of it. If you take advantage of everything
Charli Jane Speakers has to offer, your career will reach new heights. There is no
substitute for hard work if you want results, but there is also no substitute for
relevant resources. Wendi and Charli Jane Speakers can be your best partner in
elevating your career. In terms of ROI (return on investment), becoming a CJ
member has been the best investment I have made in my speaking career.”
– Ravi Hutheesing, Cultural Catalyst and Global Keynote Speaker

https://www.facebook.com/groups/CharliJaneTribe

